Gagosian Snags Global Representation Of Sculptor John Chamberlain
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The Gagosian Gallery is a household name in its own right with mega-galleries in New York, LA, London, Hong Kong, Geneva, Paris, and Rome, to name a few. Larry Gagosian's roster of represented artists reads like a major museum exhibit with names ranging from Ed Ruscha to Alberto Giacometti and from Damien Hirst to Richard Serra.

They're adding one more art-world mainstay to that list, with Gagosian's latest get - sculptor John Chamberlain. Most recognized for his monumental sculptures crafted from crushed car parts welded together, Chamberlain's work will be exhibited at Gagosian Gallery in New York this spring before traveling around the world to other Gagosian locations. This news comes on the eve of a huge show at Gagosian in LA - an exhibit of 10 new Ed Ruscha paintings that are sure to draw a crowd.
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